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The AI Gap

In January 2021, Juniper Networks conducted primary research of organizations to assess company positions in the 
Artificial Intelligence market. The survey (700 respondents) was conducted across various industries, covered AI market 
usage, acceptance, opportunities for growth, challenges in adoption, AI governance and strategic decisioning. The insights 
shared in this document summarize the survey results and Juniper’s experience in understanding the future of the 
Enterprise Artificial Intelligence space. See APPENDIX for additional details.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is firmly taking root in our world. As 
consumers, we use it more and more knowingly—by using maps 
on our phones that adapt on the fly to get us where we’re going—
and perhaps unknowingly, like when we apply for a loan or use 
Wi-Fi at work.

Thanks to the rapid pace of AI innovation, we now expect 
technology everywhere—whether in our personal lives or 
corporate IT infrastructure—to be smart, to be simple to use, to 
anticipate our wants and needs and to allow us to get back to 
tasks that humans do best: building relationships, making 
strategic judgements and creating. 

We surveyed 700 people across different 
levels and industries—all of whom have 
direct involvement in their organization’s 
AI and machine learning plans or 
deployments—and found that we are all 
ready for AI in the enterprise. Fear, 
uncertainty and doubt has given way to 
excitement, optimism and proven 
outcomes in the enterprise.

Organizational leadership even says 
they realize the potential of AI as well, 
with almost two-thirds noting that 
implementing the technology is a top 
priority for their FY21 strategic plans.

Still, while AI is all around us and users 
are eager to utilize it in every aspect of 
their lives, enterprises and organizations 
lag in adopting AI into their daily 
operations.
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We define artificial intelligence 
(AI) as the automation of tasks 
that require human cognition. It 
has quickly become deeply 
embedded into everyday 
aspects of our lives, resulting in 
high expectations of what 
technology can—and should—do. 

This personal adoption is in 
stark contrast to AI adoption 
at the enterprise level, where 
many organizations report they 
are still exploring the benefits 
and are slower to adopt due to 
several challenges, our research 
identified. 

Our survey found that of all 700 respondents 
believe that their organizations would benefit from 
embedding AI into their daily operations, products and 
services. 

95%

This compares with only of C-level leaders (163 
surveyed in our study) who have reported adoption of AI-
powered solutions across their organization.

6%

Additionally, a full                     of respondents say they want 
to use AI as much as possible.

88%

While only                     of respondents’ organizations are 
using AI-powered solutions to automate or aid decisions 
for their employees. 

22%
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So, if there’s a clear 
desire to use AI more… 

WHAT’S THE 
HOLDUP?
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1 2 3

Readying the 
Workforce

AI-Ready 
Technology Stacks

AI Governance

Organizations continue to struggle in 
readying their workforce to integrate 

with their AI solutions and take 
advantage of the emerging data 
sources that could be applied to 

AI technologies.

Cross-functional and executive 
involvement is critical to ensure proper 
AI governance. Yet, an enterprise-wide 
approach to AI governance (monitoring 

and mitigation of reputational, 
operational and financial risk associated 

with AI) is still in its infancy. 

Organizations have just begun to 
understand the integration challenges 
and investment required for AI-ready 
technology stacks that can ingest and 

process quality and unbiased data 
required to adopt and grow scalable 

AI-enabled solutions.

Juniper’s survey showed that respondents across the board rank the following as the 

3 top challenges related to AI adoption
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AI Enterprise Adoption Challenge #1

AI-Ready Technology Stacks

Organizations have begun to understand the 
necessity and investment required for AI-ready 
technology stacks, including a robust, cloud-
based infrastructure to enable the computing 
power required to process and manage the data 
for enterprise-grade AI.

1
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Our research found 
that the top 
technology stack 
challenges revolve 
around creating and 
managing the data 
sets that AI solutions 
need to function 
properly.

Question: What AI-related challenges are the top priorities for your company in 2021? 
(Below responses are specifically for technology stack-related challenges.)

Ingesting, processing and managing data 
to feed AI is tech challenge #1 

40

48

51

58

Managing the convergence of AI with other
technologies

Standardizing, labeling and cleansing data for use in AI
systems

Moving AI initiatives from pilot to production

Developing AI models and data sets that can be used
across the company
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Question: How likely is your organization to collect telemetry data (automatic recording 
and transmission of data from remote or inaccessible sources to an IT system, i.e., work 
calendars, inventory location using RFID, user access locations, etc.) to IMPROVE the 
user experience of AI embedded in products?

Organizations continue to 
struggle with data and cloud-
related challenges as they 
begin their AI journey. 
Companies are starting to 
realize the need for 
investment in robust cloud 
solutions and preparing the 
right data for AI to use. More 
than half of executives report 
that their company is likely to 
collect telemetry data to 
enhance AI to improve user 
experience, as well as ensure 
sensitive data is protected in 
the process.

Protecting sensitive data is key 
while feeding AI systems

20%

39%
34%

6%

Very likely, user 
experience is critical

Not likely at allLikely, but we are 
sensitive about 

collecting PII data

Potentially open to 
collect data but unsure
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At the most foundational level, a strong network supports an organization’s cloud 
aspirations, which in turn provides the necessary data for AI to be properly trained 
and scaled across the enterprise.

Question: Which of the following is most critical in order to enable AI adoption 
across your industry?

To scale AI, the need 
for a strong 
infrastructure—
including data, cloud 
and networking 
capabilities—become 
more apparent. AI 
demands larger 
amounts of data to 
continually optimize 
its performance.

Technology + infrastructure enable AI Adoption

34%
29%

18%
14%

5%

AI tool capabilities Data availability Cloud availability/ 
functionality

Cyber Security 
functionality

Computing 
power
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• AI needs quality data, data needs cloud, cloud needs a network.

• Breaking even isn’t necessarily bad for an investment that could be the 
foundation of your company’s future. It is possible, however, to invest 
smarter, for better returns right now and long into the future.

• Investment includes gathering, cleansing and labeling data and then 
protecting and governing that data.

• AI needs serious computing power that can be obtained from the cloud.

• If companies want to get the value they expect out of their AI, they 
should adapt—and fast.

AI-ready technology stacks
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AI Enterprise Adoption Challenge #2

Workforce Readiness

Our research revealed that organizations 
continue to struggle in readying their
workforce to integrate with AI systems and 
take advantage of the emerging data sources 
that could be applied to AI technologies. 

2
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Question: What AI-related challenges are the top priorities for your company in 2021?

73%
of respondents’ 
organizations are 
currently struggling 
with preparing and 
expanding their 
workforce to 
integrate with AI 
systems.

Recruiting for and training up 
AI skillsets prove difficult 

58%

51%

48%

41%

41%
40%

34%

32%
27%

27%

20%

1%

Developing AI models & data sets that can be used across the company

Moving AI initiatives from pilot to production

Standardizing, labeling and cleansing data for use in AI systems

Making the business case for AI

Managing the convergence of AI with other technologies

Making AI systems responsible and trustworthy

Maintaining AI systems that are in production

Creating AI-related governance policies across the business

Measuring AI’s return on investment

Not applicable, not utilizing AI in 2021

Training current employees to work with AI systems

Recruiting workers who are already trained to work with AI systems
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8

19

28
27

18

rank 1 rank 2 rank 3 rank 4 rank 5

Train users to interact effecively 
with AI tools

26

23

14

19
18

rank 1 rank 2 rank 3 rank 4 rank 5

Hire people to develop AI capabilities

C-level respondents 
reported they feel 
it’s more of a 
priority to hire
people to develop 
AI capabilities within 
an organization 
(Priority No. 1) than 
it is to train end 
users to operate the 
tools themselves 
(Priority No. 3).

Hiring people to manage AI 
beats a self-service model

Question: Prioritize the following investment options for optimizing AI capabilities within 
your industry. (Move the answers up or down to show priority.)
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Question: What steps, if any, has your business function taken (or plans to within the next 
12 months) to help enable the growth of AI in your workforce? (Check all that apply.)

Providing tools and 
opportunities that 
actually apply AI 
skills is a top 
priority for leaders, 
while developing 
plans, metrics and 
expanding the  
recruiting pipeline 
is also of 
importance.

Practice makes perfect in using AI

56%

47%

45%

39%

35%

31%

5%

2%

Provide tools  & opportunities for both on-site & remote
employees to apply newly acquired AI skills to their daily work

Change employee learning development frameworks to include
AI skills, including using & managing AI systems

Develop a workforce plan that identifies new skills and roles
needed to enable the growth of AI

Expand our AI talent pipeline with internships and partnerships
with community colleges and universities

Update performance metrics to include participation of & or
involvement with AI initiatives within the organization

Implement credentialing programs for data scientists and more
advanced AI skills

No plans to implement any within the next 12 months

Other
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• Not everyone has to learn to code, but many people need to understand and 
manage artificial intelligence and other technologies we can't yet predict.

• Make the investment in their employees; the cost of inaction will be 
worse.

• Already, there is a skills mismatch around the world and millions of jobs 
are going unfilled.

• It’s important to lay the cultural foundation that embraces digital upskilling.

• The upskilling experience involves learning how to think, act and thrive in a 
digital world that is sustainable over time.

Readying their workforce
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AI Enterprise Adoption Challenge #3

AI Governance
Cross-functional and executive involvement 
is critical to ensure proper AI governance
(monitoring and mitigation of reputational, 
operational and financial risk associated 
with AI). Yet, an enterprise-wide approach 
to AI governance is still in its infancy. 

3
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of executives AGREE
that organizations have 
a responsibility to have 
governance and 
compliance policies in 
place to minimize 
negative impacts of AI, 
yet executives still 
ranked establishing AI 
governance, policies and 
procedures as one of 
their lowest priorities.

30
26

20
13 11

Expand the capabilities of 
the current AI tool into 

new business units

Hire the right people to 
operate and develop AI 

capabilities

Establish AI 
governance, policies 

and procedures

Further train the 
AI models

Train end users to 
interact effectively 

with AI tools

We asked 163 C-level execs if they agreed 
or disagreed with the following statements 

AI, such as predictive 
capabilities, will NOT replace 
humans but instead elevate 
the user experience

Cross-functional executive 
sponsorship and involvement 
is critical for AI to integrate 
into our products and services

Having proper AI governance 
in place is important to stay 
ahead of legislation

Organizations have a responsibility 
to have governance, compliance 
policies in place to minimize 
negative impacts of AI

12

82

12

82

10

87

10

89Agree
Disagree

We then had them prioritize the following investment options for optimizing AI 
capabilities within their industry… and when it came to actual investment priorities, 

only 20% said ‘establishing AI governance’ was a top priority.

87%
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Only                            of respondents’ 
organizations have created an AI center of 
excellence that shares resources and 
coordinates among different business units.

and only of respondents’ 
organizations have established a company-
wide AI leader who oversees AI strategy 
and governance.

Question: Which, if any, of the following has your company used to manage and govern AI?

Furthermore, 
despite broad 
acknowledgment 
that they have a 
responsibility to 
govern AI, only 
a fraction of 
respondents have 
taken steps toward 
actually establishing
that governance.

Leaders aren’t actively taking steps 
toward AI governance

17% 6%

28%

18% 17% 16%

6% 6%

Existing automation 
group that has 

expanded to include 
AI technologies

Existing data & analytics 
group incorporated and 

addressed AI 
technologies

AI center of excellence 
that shares resources 

and coordinates among 
different business units

Delegated AI strategy 
and governance to 
individual business 
units and functions

Outside providers 
to help implement 

and govern AI

A company-wide AI 
leader who oversees 

AI strategy and 
governance
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Even though 
organizational leadership 
has intentions of 
establishing AI
governance over the 
next year, many 
companies continue to 
expand AI across the 
company without 
considering the impacts 
of a lack of proper 
governance.

Businesses increase AI’s risks 
without proper governance 

67%
of respondents reported that AI has been identified 
as a priority by their organization’s leadership team 
for their FY21 strategic plan.

84% of executives AGREE cross-functional executive 
sponsorship and involvement is critical for AI to 
integrate into their products & services.

of executives reported that they have 
identified a company-wide AI leader who 
oversees AI strategy and governance.

7%
BUT

only
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Organizations must keep focus on establishing consistent governance policies and standards concurrently 
with expanding their AI capabilities to keep AI accountable and streamlined across the enterprise.

Question: What are your thoughts on the following statement: “Humans are still in 
control of AI.”

Humans are calling 
the shots in a world 
increasingly filled 
with AI, but 
respondents agree 
that more needs to 
be done to ensure 
proper governance 
as AI use continues 
to expand.

Are humans still in control?

57%

39%

3%

Yes, but more needs to be done 
to continue to effectively govern 

AI as it continues to grow at a 
rapid pace

Yes, humans created AI, humans feed AI the 
data for circular learning and humans & have 

the ability to require society to effectively 
govern AI to mitigate negative impacts

No, I fear AI will break away from 
human control
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AI Governance
• With great potential comes great risk. Start developing policies and procedures today.

• If your leadership hasn’t experienced it already, your board members, customers and 
regulators will have many questions about your organization's use of AI and data, 
from how it’s developed to how it’s governed. 

• Innovate responsibly.

• Delegate responsibility and ensure it is cross-functional and covers the entire AI 
ecosystem and tool set.

• Clarify use of AI within your organization.

• Have consistent standards and ethics across the enterprise.

• Develop a governance structure to mitigate current and future risks, as local, state 
and federal governments start to draft AI governance legislation.
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There is light at the end of the tunnel. 
While AI does come with its set of challenges 
for organizations looking to reap its benefits, 
our report shows that companies who have 
adopted and harnessed the technology see real 
and meaningful outcomes.

AI is already 
making a difference
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Disagree

of respondents 
agree that employee 
satisfaction has 
increased since 
implementing AI 
solutions to assist in 
their operational 
tasks.

74%
Question: Do you agree or disagree with the statement: “Employee 
satisfaction has increased since implementing AI solutions to assist 
with our operational tasks”?

AI makes employees happier

Unsure

Agree
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A vast majority of 
survey participants 
agreed that AI can 
provide employees 
the time to focus on
value-add tasks
relieving them of 
mundane workloads 
and increasing 
employee 
satisfaction. 

*Remaining 5% were ‘unsure’

AI makes employees more productive

82%

Agree Disagree

13%

Question: Do you agree with the following statement? “AI has given back 
hours to be used to perform additional value-add activities, including 
innovation at my organization”*
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Increased optimization 
and AI enhanced insights 
continue to drive AI 
adoption across industries 
and have in recent years 
shown C-suite executives 
the benefits that can be 
gained - such as seamless 
system integration, 
improved security 
handling and identification 
of the “abnormal” to 
enhance the employee 
working experience.

Question: What are your thoughts on the following statement: “AI has given back 
hours to be used to perform additional value-add activities, including innovation 
at my organization”?

of executives agree that AI will (in the next 
12 months) assist in reducing risk and 
increasing quality within their organization.

87%

of respondents believe that AI enablement within 
their organization will have the biggest impact on 
operational efficiency.

AI increases organizational efficiency

71%
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Information Technology and Operations are reported as the 
most common business areas where organizations are currently 
utilizing AI.

Businesses continue to optimize and upscale their IT and business operations functions 
as the demand of integrated technology and streamlined operations continue to rise. 
As these business functions deepen their AI capabilities, leadership continues to look 
for opportunities across the business.

Question: What areas of business are you currently automating through AI? 
(Select all that apply)

69%
60%

51%
45%

36%
29% 28% 25%

15%
6%

Information 
Technology

Operations Customer 
Service

Sales and 
Marketing

Networking/
cloud

Finance Human 
Resources

Manufacturing Legal, Risk, 
Compliance

Other

For organizations that are 
starting their AI journeys, the 
effort has been focused on 
improving technology-led 
solutions. As such, these 
organizations are benefiting 
through the automation and 
assistance with decisioning in 
daily operations within the 
Information Technology & 
Operations functions. As a 
result, these organizations 
can see positive changes like 
operational efficiencies and 
enhanced user experience.
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And while less than 
half of respondents say 
their companies have 
incorporated AI into 
their networking 
infrastructure and 
capabilities, almost all 
who have (97%) stated 
that the network 
operations and end-
user experience has 
improved since 
incorporating AI.

Question: Have you seen improvements to both the user experience for 
end users and network operations/IT teams?

AI offers a big boost to IT

The remaining percentage were those who were unsure

Yes - We have seen increased 
user experience for end users and 
network operations/IT teams59%

Yes – But only for 
end users18%

Yes - But only for 
network/IT teams17%
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Leadership within organizations 
expect AI to supplement and 
enhance their networking and 
cyber security capabilities which 
continue to rise in demand with 
an increasingly digital world.

Cloud functionalities Networking IT Support Connected devices AI solutions

38% 21% 21% 16% 4%

Respondents think that “cloud functionality” is the top component to enable businesses 
and people to continue their normal operations during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Adoption of AI in 
the networking 
space continues to 
accelerate, with a 
focus on enhancing 
user experience, 
predictive insights 
and augmentation 
of security duties.

Executives report that “Network Troubleshooting with predictive 
insights” and “Detecting and blocking malware” are the top use 
cases where AI will provide the most benefit to their organization.

of respondents expect to have network solutions making 
autonomous decisions, such as troubleshooting network or device 
problems, responding to individual issue tickets or managing the 
network’s forward-looking capacity planning in the near future.

46% 46% 42% 40%
26%

Network Troubleshooting 
with predictive insights

Detecting and 
blocking malware

Automate service 
rollouts and ongoing 

maintenance/changes

IT ticket management 
and resolution

Assuring service 
level agreements

86%
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Question: What business function do you think has the greatest 
potential to derive benefits from implementing AI?

26

19 17 16
11

8

Sales &
Marketing

Supply 
Chain

Research and 
Development

Finance/ 
Accounting

Other HR, Legal, Risk 
& Compliance

In addition to IT and Operations, organizations are prioritizing functions 
such as Sales & Marketing, Supply Chain and Research & Development 
to drive revenue growth, reduce operating costs and improve customer 
experience.

Looking toward the future
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AI perception in the marketplace continues to 
improve as more users utilize AI in their personal 
lives and as organizations overcome the barriers 
to enterprise AI, which is slowly translating into 
confidence in AI capabilities.

AI capabilities continue to enhance user 
experience and drive actionable insights 
by bolstering their underlying computing 
power and IT infrastructure. 

By focusing on upskilling their 
workforce, building the appropriate 
technology stacks and implementing 
enterprise-wide AI governance, 
organizations are preparing for the 
working world of tomorrow. 
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APPENDIX
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Regions Surveyed

total 
survey respondents 
were from the 
following regions:

399 of respondents 
from North America

201 of respondents 
from Europe

100 of respondents 
from Asia-Pacific

700
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16%
VP/Assistant 

VP
19%
Senior 

Manager

8%
EVP/SVP

23%
C-Level

Executive

26%
Director

4% President

4% Partner/
Principle

Breakdown of respondent’s primary industry classification

Breakdown of respondent’s title

Survey Demographics
Breakdown of respondent’s business functions

Breakdown of respondent’s organization revenue the past fiscal year

33%
>$5B

26%
$1B - $5B

9% $50M - $250M

8% $251M - $500M

13%
<$50M

11%
$501M
-$999M

11%
Health Industries
(HI)

9%
Energy, Utilities 
& Resources 
(EU&R)

19%
Industrial 
Manufacturing & 
Automotive (IM&A)

1.4%
Private Equity, 
Real Assets & 
Sovereign Funds

29%
Technology, Media & 
Telecommunications 
(TMT)

0.8%
Other

17.6%
Consumer Markets
(CM)

12%
Financial Services 
(FS)

0.2%
Govt. & Public 
Services (G&PS)

5%

Manufacturing

41%

Information
Technology

3%

Legal, Risk,
Compliance

17%

Sales and
Marketing

2%

Human Resource

2%

Customer 
Service

16%

Operations

9%

Other

6%

Finance
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Organizations located in Asia-Pacific reported
Customer Service as the most common business 
area currently utilizing AI compared to North 
America which reported Information Technology
as most common AI enabled business area. 

Respondents’ organizations within Asia-Pacific across the board trust and 
expect AI to be incorporated into their lives more than either North 
America or Europe. The use of AI is rapidly accelerating in the Asia-Pacific 
region, leading to broader acceptance, trust and need for employees who 
are skilled in AI development and adoption, compared to organizations in 
North America who are still figuring out AI capabilities and establishing 
teams to expand solutions.

of respondents in the Asia-Pacific region strongly agreed 
that digital technology is changing the way we operate every 
day and will become the new co-worker of the future, 
compared with only 54% of respondents in North America.

71%

of respondents in the Asia-Pacific region reported that 
50% or more of their operational decisions are currently 
assisted by AI decisioning or will be in the near future, 
compared with only 23% of respondents in North America.

42%
Question: In your opinion, to what degree are your operational decisions 
currently assisted by AI or will be in the near future?

42%23% Approximately 50%

2%4% 0%

27%33% Approximately 25%

23%35% Less than 20%

5%5% More than 75%

North America APAC

AI use in Asia Pacific is on the move
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While many organizations are developing AI solutions across the 
globe, Europe is at the forefront of ensuring governance is embedded 
into their AI solutions. In doing so, European organizations have 
elevated the level of trust, security and operational efficiency for AI 
capabilities across their industry.

Organizations in Europe are ahead of the curve by already 
expanding their AI talent pipeline with internships and 
partnerships with universities at a higher rate than both North 
America and Asia-Pacific as a way to upskill and expand talent.

Executives in Europe demonstrate their deep understanding of 
what builds a robust and effective AI solution by ranking data 
availability as the most critical component to enabling AI adoption. 
As a result, they have developed comprehensive AI and data 
governance policies to protect against financial and reputation loss.

European organizational leadership reported at 68% that they 
think humans are in control of AI but more needs to be done to 
effectively govern AI as it continues to grow. This illustrates 
Europe's push to properly govern and secure AI.

European governments have in recent years stepped in to regulate 
the collection, storage and usage of data spurring organizations to 
take a more proactive approach to internal AI governance to stay 
ahead of legislation and allow their AI solutions to expand safely.

35%26% Data Availability

6%5% Computing power

23%37% AI tool capabilities

20%19% Cloud Availability/functionality

15%14% Cyber security functionality

North America EMEA

Question: Which of the following is most critical in order to enable 
AI adoption across your industry?

Europe is focused on AI trust and 
governance, starting with data of respondents in Europe reported Data Availability as the 

most critical component to enable AI adoption across their 
industry, compared with North America respondents who 
ranked AI Tool Capabilities as the most critical component. 

35%
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Thank you
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